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Requirements analysis and design
Tactical and strategic re-alignment of business processes
Process automation engineering
Process control through automatic monitoring and alerts framework
Process benchmarking, and optimization

BUSINESS LOGIC DEVELOPMENT
 Gather business requirements and user requirements to develop use cases and
testing scenarios
 Resource allocation, project scoping and management
 Financial and tax calculations, analysis and projections
 Account reconciliations and analysis
 Management and operations reporting

SOFTWARE CONSULTING SERVICES
 Assist with buy vs build decisions via a detailed marketing and technical analysis
 Provide or review software architectural, high level and low level designs
 Provide software auditing services, introduce or enforce software methodology and
best practices, provide detailed code reviews and recommendations
 Quality assurance services through unit testing, integration testing and
comprehensive testing
 Database design, development, optimization and management
 Data warehousing, OLAP analysis and data mining services

CUSTOM APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT






Design, develop and manage web server applications
Design, develop and manage distributed windows applications
Develop and integrate custom SharePoint applications
Develop and integrate SharePoint web parts and business connectivity adapters
Web services applications design, development, integration and management

PORTAL DEVELOPMENT
 Experts at integrating people and technology in a way that serves the business
goals and facilitate everyday tasks.
 Bring together employees, customers, and business partners
 Consistent, yet individualized access to systems and applications
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 Data extraction (summary and transaction level data) and adaptors to integrate
applications
 Web based data collection
 Data standardization
 Real-time transaction and account monitoring
 Integrate financial systems (general and sub ledger), tax return tools, data
warehouses, operational data stores and other databases, spreadsheets, document
management systems, and workflow
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